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Introduction

Historic buildings are important components of the so-
cial, cultural, and economic life of the region in which 
they are located. Therefore, it is important “to protect 
them as well as to develop, manage, and pass them on 
appropriately to future generations”[Kozień 2020, p. 7]. 
Nevertheless, technological developments, changing 
comfort conditions, lifestyles, and new needs may lead 
to the adaptive reuse of historic buildings [Węcławo-
wicz-Gyurkovich 2020]. Accordingly, the new function 
may result in the need for a new interior or exterior space. 
Natural disasters, social, economic, cultural, and even 
political changes can lead to different types of new ad-
ditions [Al-Jameel and Saffo 2011; Dibner and Dibner- 
Dunlap 1985]. According to Tanaç Zeren [2010], two 
main reasons for new additions are “the new space for-
mations required by the new functions as a result of the 
repair work, and the need for functional and structural 
integration in damaged historic buildings.” She summa-
rized six different types of additions as: Roof additions, 
facade additions, transitional elements between two 

structures, fire escapes, eave additions, and facade ren-
ovations including additions and integrations. Guzmán 
Torres [2009] studied the relationship between histor-
ic buildings and their new additions in terms of mass/
volume, material, and surface characteristics. Similarly, 
Yüceer and İpekoğlu [2012] analyzed the new exterior 
additions and developed an evaluation method based on 
the basic material aspects of the building, including con-
text and environment, site, mass, facade, and value anal-
ysis. Yavuz and Yıldırım [2020] studied new additions 
to old buildings based on international regulations and 
basic design criteria.

In contrast to the existing literature, this study de-
velops more comprehensive, holistic evaluation crite-
ria based on a numerical evaluation system that helps 
the owner, contractor, regulatory bodies, or architects 
to determine the compatibility of a new addition with 
the characteristic features of preexisting building fabric 
before and during the renovation process. Verbal and 
abstract statements about new additions can be made 
concrete by evaluating results, which is important for 
the decision-making process.
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Methods

In this study, the design criteria for new additions iden-
tified by different researchers [Al-Jameel and Saffo 
2011; Dibner and Dibner-Dunlap 1985; Dişli 2018] 
were brought together and some basic criteria were 
established by reviewing the literature and national/
international standards on conservation principles. 
The developed analysis method consists of six-level 
evaluation measures with different scores, totaling 100 
points, which were tested on a group of selected histor-
ic baths in the Marmara region, Turkey. These include; 
Location of the new addition (score: 20), Theoretical 
approaches (score: 10), Relationship between the new 
addition and the historic context, (score: 20), Formal 
criteria for the design of the new addition (score: 20), 
Relationship between the new addition and function 
(score: 10), Compatibility of the new addition with na-
tional and international standards (score: 20). The new 
exterior additions with a score of 50 or more were rated 
as acceptable. A score of 50–60 was rated as fair/ade-
quate, 60–70 was rated as moderate, a score of 70–80 
was rated as ideal/good, and a score of 80 and above was 
rated as very compatible new additions. A score below 
50 was rated as an unacceptable design. As Mikulski 
[2019] noted, “source materials provide information 
about the subsequent fate of a building.” Therefore, 
old drawings and photographs of example buildings 

obtained from government agencies were carefully 
examined. Two preservation architects first developed 
the method for use by preservation experts. To ensure 
the objectivity of the study, two other architects, who 
are very knowledgeable about new exterior additions, 
reviewed the developed method and the resulting as-
sessments for their suitability. After mutual discussions 
among these four researchers, the study took on its fi-
nal form. This proposed method is based on scientific 
evidence and contains many technical terms, sub-cri-
teria that allow for a largely objective assessment, and 
graphical explanations so that the results may not vary 
greatly from person to person. 

Analysis of the location of new additions 

There are five different design options for the place-
ment of new additions to historic buildings: rear, front, 
side, roof additions, and preventive roofing for archae-
ological sites. If the new addition is less obtrusive and 
different in size and scale from the existing structure, 
it is accepted as a respectful approach [Technical Pres-
ervation Services n.d.]. Therefore, the rear addition, 
which is the least noticeable compared to the histor-
ic building, received the highest score, while the front 
addition, which is more prominent and obscures the 
historic building, received the lowest score. The basic 

architectural design parameters used in the study to 
evaluate the location of new additions are:

h new addition – Height of the new addition
h existing building – Height of the existing building
wffna – Width of the front facade of the new addition
ffna – Front facade of the new addition
wffeb – Width of the front facade of the existing building
Web –  The width of the existing building that the new 

addition is attached to
Sbeb –  Site borders of the front facade of the existing 

building

Nfeb – Number of floors in the existing building
Nfss – Number of floors of surrounding structures
Vna – Volume of the new addition
Vss – Volume of the surrounding structures
Sna – Sitting of the new addition
Osep – Open space in the existing parcel

The evaluation manuals for different design alter-
natives depending on the location of the new additions 
are shown in Figures 1–4 and Tables 1–4.

Fig. 1. Assessment of rear additions and their various scores; by the authors 2021.
Ryc. 1. Ocena dobudów tylnych i ich punktacja; oprac. autorzy 2021.
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1. h new addition ≤ h existing building and Wffna addition ≤ Wffeb existing building = 20 points

2. h new addition > h existing building and Wffna new addition ≤ Wffeb existing building = 15 points

3. Wffna new addition > Wffeb existing building and h new addition ≤ h existing building = 15 points

4. h new addition > h existing building and Wffna new addition > Wffeb existing building = 10 points

5. If there exists more than one new addition attached to the rear facade of the existing building = 0 points

Table 1. Explanation of various scores of rear additions in Figure 1.
Tabela 1. Objaśnienie punktacji dobudów tylnych z ryciny 1.

Fig. 2. Assessment of side additions and their various scores; by the authors 2021.
Ryc. 2. Ocena dobudów bocznych i ich punktacja; oprac. autorzy 2021.

1.  h new addition ≤ h existing building and distance between the ffna new addition and Wffeb existing building 
≥ 30% of Web and Wffna new addition ≤ 50% of Wffeb existing building = 15 points

2.  h new addition > h existing building and distance between the ffna new addition and Wffeb existing building 
≥ 30% of Web and Wffna new addition ≤ 50% of Wffeb existing building = 10 points

3.  Distance between the ffna new addition and Wffeb existing building < 30% of Web and Wffna new addition 
≤ 50% of Wffeb existing building = 10 points 

4.  Wffna new addition > 50% of Wffeb existing building, h new addition ≤ h existing building and distance 
between the ffna new addition and ffeb existing building ≥ 30% of Web = 10 points

5.  h new addition > h existing building, the distance between the ffna new addition and Wffeb existing building 
< 30% of Web and Wffna new addition ≤ 50% Wffeb existing building = 5 points

6.  h new addition > h existing building, Wffna new addition < 50% Wffeb existing building, distance between 
the ffna new addition and Wffeb existing building ≥ 30% of Web = 5 points

7.  Distance between the ffna new addition and Wffeb existing building < 30% Web, Wff new addition ≤ 50% 
Wffeb existing building, h new addition > h existing building = 5 points

8.  h new addition > h existing building, the distance between the ffna new addition and Wffeb existing building 
< 30% of Web and Wffna new addition > 50% Wffeb existing building and if there exists more than one new 
addition attached to the side facade of the existing building = 0 points

Table 2. Explanation of various scores of side additions in Figure 2.
Tabela 2. Objaśnienie punktacji dobudów bocznych z ryciny 2.
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Fig. 3. Assessment of front additions and their various scores; by the authors 2021.
Ryc. 3. Ocena dobudów frontowych i ich punktacja; oprac. autorzy 2021.

1.  h new addition ≤ 50% h existing building and Wffna new addition ≤ 50% Wffeb existing building = 5 points

2.  h new addition > 50% h existing building and Wffna new addition ≤ 50% Wffeb existing building  
= 2.5 points

3.  Wffna new addition >50% Wffeb existing building, h new addition ≤ 50% h existing building = 2.5 points

4.  h new addition > 50% h existing building and Wffna new addition >50% Wffeb existing building/ and if 
there exists more than one new addition attached to the front facade of the existing building = 0 points

Table 3. Explanation of various scores of front additions in Figure 3.
Tabela 3. Objaśnienie punktacji dobudów frontowych z ryciny 3.

Fig. 4. Assessment of rooftop additions and their various scores; by the authors 2021.
Ryc. 4. Ocena nadbudów i ich punktacji; oprac. autorzy 2021.
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Theoretical approaches to the design  
of new additions

Theoretically, new additions to historic buildings 
are designed in three different ways and scored in 
this study as follows: Imitation of Forms: 0 points; 
Interpretation of Forms: 10 points, and Contrasting 
Approaches: 10 points [Tanaç Kiray and Yilmaz Kar-
aman 2010]. Semes [n.d.] identified four strategies 
for new additions in historic settings; “literal repli-
cation, invention, abstract reference, and intentional 
opposition.” When there is more than one new addi-
tion to the same historic building and when different 
theoretical approaches are used, this is considered a 
„variable” in the study. New additions designed as 
imitations of forms make it difficult for the user to 
distinguish the original from the new. In contrast, 
both the historic building and additions should re-
flect the cultural, social, and construction technology 
of their period [Tanaç Zeren 2010]. The Secretary of 
the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation [Technical 
Preservation Services n.d.] also clearly states that new 

additions/alterations to the exterior should be easily 
distinguishable from the old building and compati-
ble with the existing building in terms of “mass, size, 
scale, and architectural features” to protect its integ-
rity. If they duplicate the “form, materials, details” of 
the original building, the exterior additions will not 
meet the Standards [Grimmer et al. 2011]. Therefore, 
in this study, the imitation of forms is rated 0 points.

Relationship between new addition and context 

Here, the relationships of the new addition to the sur-
rounding structures and site are the most important 
parameters.

Rate on a scale of 10–0 if there is open space on 
the site where the existing building is located, and on 
a scale of 20–0 if there is not, suggesting a total of fif-
teen different categories (Table 5). The key evaluation 
parameters were the harmony of the new addition with 
the historic context, the relationship of its height/vol-
ume with the silhouette and existing texture, and the 
visibility of the new addition from Main Street.

1.  In buildings with a minimum of four-story; if h new addition≤ 50% of Nfeb existing building and the new 
rooftop addition is located further back of the Sbeb existing building = 10 points

2.  If the new rooftop addition is located at Sbeb existing building and if h new addition≤ 50% of Nfeb existing 
building in buildings with a minimum of four-story = 5 points

3.  If there is a rooftop addition of any height in buildings with a maximum three-story and in buildings with a 
minimum of four-story; the new rooftop addition is located further back of the Sbeb existing building and h 
new addition > 50% of Nfeb existing building = 5 points

4.  If there is a rooftop addition of any height in buildings with a maximum three-story and in buildings with a 
minimum of four-story; h new addition > 50% Nfeb existing building, If the new rooftop addition is located 
at Sbeb existing building = 0 points

Table 4. Explanation of various scores of rooftop additions in Figure 4.
Tabela 4. Objaśnienie ocen nadbudów z ryciny 4.

Score Criteria

10/20 If the new addition has a design compatible with the existing historic texture, h new addition ≤ h ex-
isting texture, V new addition ≤ V existing texture, and if the new addition is not visible from the main 
street where the existing historic building is located

8/16 If the new addition has a design in contrast to the existing historic texture, h new addition ≤ h existing 
texture, V new addition ≤ V existing texture, and if the new addition is not visible from the main street 
where the existing historic building is located

7/14 h new addition > h existing texture, If the new addition has a design compatible with the existing his-
toric texture, V new addition ≤ V existing texture if the new addition is not visible from the main street 
where the existing historic building is located

7/14 V new addition > V existing texture, If the new addition has a design compatible with the existing his-
toric texture, h new addition ≤ h existing texture, V new addition > V existing texture, and if the new 
addition has a design compatible with the existing historic texture, h new addition ≤ h existing texture
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Score Criteria

8/16 If the new addition is visible from the main street where the existing historic building is located, and 
if the new addition has a design compatible with the existing historic texture and h new addition ≤ h 
existing texture, V new addition ≤ V existing texture

6/12 If the new addition has a design in contrast to the existing historic texture, and if the V is visible from 
the main street, h new addition ≤ h existing texture, V new addition ≤ V existing texture

5/10 If the new addition has a design in contrast to the existing historic texture, h new addition > h existing 
texture, V new addition ≤ V existing texture, and if the new addition is not visible from the main street 
where the existing historic building is located

5/10 If the new addition has a design in contrast to the existing historic texture, V new addition > V existing 
texture, h new addition ≤ h existing texture, and if the new addition is not visible from the main street 
where the existing historic building is located

5/10 h new addition> h existing texture, if the new addition is visible from the main street where the existing 
historic building is located, and if the new addition has a design compatible with the existing historic 
texture, V new addition ≤ V existing texture

5/10 V new addition > V existing texture, if the new addition is not visible from the main street where the 
existing historic building is located, and if the new addition has a design compatible with the existing 
historic texture, h new addition ≤ h existing texture

4/8 h new addition > h existing texture, V new addition > V existing texture, If the new addition has a 
design compatible with the existing historic texture, and if the new addition is not visible from the main 
street where the existing historic building is located

3/6 If the new addition has a design in contrast to the existing historic texture, h new addition > h existing 
texture, if the new addition is visible from the main street where the historic building is located, V new 
addition ≤ V existing texture

2/4 If the new addition has a design in contrast to the existing historic texture, h new addition > h existing 
texture, V new addition > V existing texture if the new addition is not visible from the main street 
where the existing historic building is located

2/4 h new addition > h existing texture, V new addition > V existing texture, If the new addition is visible 
from the main street where the existing historic building is located, If the new addition has a design 
compatible with the existing historic texture

0/0 If the new addition has a design in contrast to the existing historic texture, h new addition > h existing 
texture, V new addition > V existing texture, If the new addition is visible from the main street where 
the existing historic building is located

Table 5. Evaluation criteria and rating according to the relationship of the new addition with the surrounding structures.
Tabela 5. Kryteria oceny i punktowania w zakresie relacji dobudowy z otaczającymi obiektami.
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The new addition and site/lot relationships were 
scored in the range of a 10–0 in eight different catego-

ries. The details of the scoring system can be found in 
Figure 6 and Table 6.

Fig. 6. Schematic drawings showing the assessment and scoring criteria of the new addition – site/lot relationship; by the authors 2021.
Ryc. 6. Rysunki schematyczne przedstawiające ocenę i kryteria punktowania dobudów – relacje z działką; oprac. autorzy 2021.

1. Snav new addition < 50% Osepv existing parcel and if the pedestrian circulation of the open area of   the ex-
isting parcel does not change with the location of the new addition on the existing parcel and the new addition 
does not change the existing topography = 10 points

2. If the pedestrian circulation of the open area of   the existing parcel changes with the location of the new addi-
tion on the existing parcel, Sna new addition < 50% Osep existing parcel, and the new addition does not change 
the existing topography = 7 points

3. If the topography changes with the location of the new addition, Sna new addition < 50% Osep existing par-
cel and if the pedestrian circulation of the open area of the existing parcel does not change with the location of 
the new addition on the existing parcel = 7 points

4. Sna new addition ≥ 50% Osep existing parcel and if the pedestrian circulation of the open area of   the existing 
parcel does not change with the location of the new addition on the existing parcel and the new addition does 
not change the existing topography = 6 points

5. If the pedestrian circulation of the open area of the existing parcel changes with the location of the new ad-
dition on the existing parcel and if the topography changes with the location of the new addition and Sna new 
addition < 50% Osep existing parcel = 4 points
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Formal criteria for the design  
of new additions

Ten formal criteria (material, color, height, detail, ma-
terial texture, visual density, rhythm, form/shape, pro-
portion, and volume) were established for the design of 
new additions and 2 points were awarded for each, for a 
total of 20 points (Fig. 7). 

New addition and functional relationships

The relationship between the new addition and its 
function and the original function of the existing 
building was evaluated separately under seven different 
variables (see Table 7–8).

Compatibility of the new addition with national 
and international standards 

Thanks to a detailed study of national/international 
standards for new additions to historic buildings, 10 
basic criteria for new additions have been established, 
each worth 2 points (see Table 8–9).

Evaluation of building cases under study

The nine buildings selected for this study are located 
in Istanbul, Kocaeli, and Bursa. They were built either 
as twin or single baths in the fourteenth to nineteenth 
centuries and had new additions as a requirement for 
the new function, as a supplementary to the original 
function, or as a completion to the demolished part of 
the original building. 

Assessment of the sample building: Kocaeli 
Süleyman Pasha Hammam

In order to better analyze the proposed model in this 
study, only one of the example buildings, namely  
Kocaeli Suleyman Pasha Hammam, is explained in 
more detail and a comparative analysis with the other 

hammams studied is presented. It is a double bath that 
has the same floor plan for both men’s and women’s 
sections and was built in the early Ottoman period 
(fourteenth cc.).The bath consists of a dressing room, 
a warm room, and a hot room. In 1999, the building 
was damaged by the Marmara earthquake and then 
served as a museum. However, today, it has been put 
back into operation and serves as a restaurant. The bath 
was analyzed based on the six criteria of the proposed 
model, and received an overall score of 70 out of 100. 
Therefore, since the score is above 50, it is considered 
a “successful” new addition (Table 7–9). A detailed ex-
planation of each analysis is provided below. 

Scoring based on the orientation of the new addition:
The front addition to the hammam is on the south 
side but is slightly separated from the original south 
wall by recessed glass panels. The newly added portion 
has a rectangular shape and is smaller than the origi-
nal building. It has a flat roof that accounts for more 
than 50% of the height and width of the hammam. Due 
to its location on the front facade, the new addition is 
not hidden and does not obscure the original building. 
Therefore, neither its location nor its scale is appropri-
ate and it receives 0 points for its orientation.

Evaluation according to the theoretical design ap-
proaches:
The new addition bears the architectural characteris-
tics of its period of construction. Its plain glass surfaces, 
steel structural system, and simple rectangular prisms 
contrast with the flat roof and traditional masonry 
structure and dome design of the original building. 
Theoretically, therefore, the addition is built in a con-
trasting approach and is rated 10 points.

Site/lot Assessment:
The new addition was constructed to replace the dam-
aged dressing room of the original building. Therefore, 
it does not affect the open space of   the existing prop-
erty. Although the addition is visible from the main 

6. Sna new addition ≥ 50% Osep existing parcel, if the pedestrian circulation of the open area of the existing 
parcel changes with the location of the new addition on the existing parcel and the new addition does not change 
the existing topography = 3 points

7. Sna new addition ≥ 50% Osep existing parcel, if the topography changes with the location of the new addition 
if the pedestrian circulation of the open area of the existing parcel do not change with the location of the new 
addition on the existing parcel = 3 points

8. Sna new addition ≥ 50% Osep existing parcel and if the pedestrian circulation of the open area of the existing 
parcel changes with the location of the new addition on the existing parcel & if the topography changes with the 
location of the new addition = 0 points

Table 6. Explanation of various scores of the new addition – site/lot relationship in Figure 6.
Tabela 6. Objaśnienie ocen dobudów – relacje z działką z ryciny 6.
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street, it does not exhibit an exaggerated form, scale, 
or proportion. It is built parallel to and attached to the 
original building. It has a rectangular shape that almost 
follows the boundaries of the destroyed part, and does 
not increase the density of the used space, so it is com-
patible with the existing historic property/site/lot and 
receives 16 points.

Evaluation of the new function:
The original building is currently used as a restaurant. 
However, before that, it was renovated to be used as 
a museum. In both cases, the new addition was used 
as a cafeteria for the museum or restaurant. Because it 
was the functional necessity of the renovations and was 
actively used with the original building, the addition 
was scored as eligible/ideal in terms of functional re-
lationship with the original building. Thus, it receives 
6 points.

Evaluation according to the formal criteria
The new addition to the sample building received a 
total of 19 points in this section. Each parameter is ex-
plained below;

Material: Glass surfaces with steel construction are 
preferred, and a contemporary choice of materials al-
lows the addition to be distinguished from the tradi-
tional stone masonry construction of the building. For 
this, 2 points are given.

Material texture: The new addition has a completely 
different material texture than the original building, 
whose surface is made of rough stone masonry. How-
ever, the glass surface material of the addition creates a 
smooth, reflective texture, which is thus slightly differ-
ent from the old part and receives 2 points. 

Color: The glass surface material of the addition is 
black with reflective surfaces. However, it can be easily 
distinguished from the existing building and receives 
2 points.

Surface articulation: The main volume of the addition 
has no surface articulation, ornamentation, or decora-
tion. It is simple/plain. Therefore, it remained in the 
secondary view compared to the original building and 
received 2 points.

Height: The height of the new addition is less than the 
height of the existing building. Therefore, it received 
2 points.

Visual density: The contrasting design approach can be 
observed in the new addition, which creates a visual 
density effect. However, since it consists of transpar-
ent, reflective surfaces with a single color dominating 
the facades, and since there is no surface articulation, 
the visual intensity is rated as medium and receives 
1 point.

Rhythm: There is a patterned repetition of the glass 
panels of the new addition that resembles the stone-
work of the original facade. This creates a rhythmic ef-
fect and visual integration between the old and the new, 
which was rated 2 points.

Form/shape: The mass of the original building is rec-
tangular and articulated with domes. The new addition 
is designed as a rectangular prism, which is a simple 
form and received 2 points.

Proportion: The new addition was designed to be com-
patible with the existing historic building in terms of 
the relationship of mass, scale, and form, and received 
2 points. 

Volume: The volume of the new addition is less than 
50% of the volume of the existing building. Since this 
is a compatible condition, it received 2 points.

Evaluation for compatibility with national and interna-
tional standards: 
Since the sample building has an addition on the front, 
its location on the facade is not appropriate. Therefore, 
it received 0 points for this parameter, and 2 points for 
each of the other parameters, because it fully complies 
with the other parameters. The total score for this sec-
tion is 18 (Figure 7, Table 7–8).

Findings and discussion

This study examined nine buildings that were origi-
nally constructed as single or twin baths. Today, they 
mostly continue to serve as public buildings with or 
without their original functions. Among them, Kılıç 
Ali Pasha, Selimiye, Çemberlitaş, Cağaloğlu, and 
Çekirge Hammams retain their original functions 
as public baths, Yeşil Direkli Hammam was convert-
ed into a shopping market, Ortaköy Hammam serves 
as a design studio and workplace. Kayıhan Hammam 
was converted into a restaurant but is currently closed 
due to the pandemic. The construction of a new ad-
dition to the sample baths became necessary when 
their functions changed or to create an easy connection 
with the neighboring spaces (i.e. Çekirge Hammam). 
They were also built when the original function did 
not require it (e.g. Cağaloğlu and Çemberlitaş Ham-
mam) or when the function required it (e.g., Selimiye 
Hammam—addition of a firewood storage room—and 
Kılıç Ali Pasha Hammam). The new additions of Kılıç 
Ali Pasha, Hüsrev Kethüda, Selimiye Hammam (fire-
wood storage room addition), Kayıhan, and Çekirge 
Hammam were designed with a respectful approach 
to the characteristic features of the original building 
by interpreting the forms. Çemberlitaş and Çağaloğlu 
Hammam have more than one addition with differ-
ent approaches obscuring the original building, and 
the new addition of Yeşil Direkli Hammam imitates 
the forms of the original building. Yeşil Direkli and 
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Formal Criteria For New Addition Design: 20 Point 
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ANALYSES OF LOCATION OF NEW ADDITIONS: 20 POINTS

Rear Addition: max. 20 Points

20 point h new addition ≤ h existing building and Wffna new addition ≤ Wffeb existing building

15 point h new addition > h existing building and Wffna new addition ≤ Wffeb existing building

10 point Wffna new addition > Wffeb existing building and h new addition ≤ h existing building

10 point h new addition > h existing building and Wffna new addition > Wffeb existing building

0 point If there exists more than one new addition attached to the rear facade of the existing building

Side Addition: max. 15 Point

15 point
h new addition ≤ h existing building and distance between the ffna new addition and Wffeb 
existing building ≥ 30% of Web existing building and Wffna new addition ≤ 50% of Wffeb 
existing building.

10 point
h new addition > h existing building and distance between the ffna new addition and Wffeb 
existing building ≥ 30% of Web existing building and Wffna new addition ≤ 50% of Wffeb 
existing building.

10 point Distance between the ffna new addition and Wffeb existing building < 30% of Web existing 
building, Wffna new addition ≤ 50% of Wffeb existing building.

10 point Wffna new addition > 50% Wffeb existing building, h new addition ≤ h existing building 
and distance between the ffna new addition and ffeb existing building ≥ 30% of Web.

5 point
h new addition > h existing building, the distance between the ffna new addition and ffeb 
existing building < 30% of Web existing building and Wffna new addition ≤ 50% of Wffeb 
existing building.

5 point h new addition > h existing building, Wffna new addition < 50% Wffeb existing building, 
distance between the ffna new addition and ffeb existing building ≥ 30% of Wffeb 

5 point
Distance between the ffna new addition and ffeb existing building < 30% of Web existing 
building, Wffna new addition ≤ 50% Wffeb existing building, h new addition > h existing 
building

0 point

h new addition > h existing building, the distance between the ffna new addition and Wffeb 
existing building < 30% of Web existing building and Wffna new addition > 50% Wffeb 
existing building / and if there exists more than one new side addition attached to the side 
facade of the existing building

Front Addition: max. 5 points

5 point h new addition ≤ 50% h existing building and Wffna new addition ≤ 50% Wffeb existing 
building

2,5point h new addition > 50% h existing building ve Wffna new addition ≤ 50% Wffeb existing 
building

2,5point Wffna new addition > 50% Wffeb existing building, h new addition ≤ 50% h existing building

0 point h new addition > 50% h existing building and Wffna new addition > 50% Wffeb existing 
building /2 or more front addition

Rooftop Additions: max. 10 points

10 point In buildings with a minimum of four-story; if h new addition ≤ 50% of Nfeb existing build-
ing, and the new rooftop addition is located further back of Sbeb existing building.

5 point
If there is a rooftop addition of any height in buildings with a max. three-story and in build-
ings with a min. of four-story the rooftop addition is located back of the Sbeb existing build-
ing and h new addition > 50% of Nfeb existing building.
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5 point Located at Sbeb existing building and h new addition ≤ 50% of Nfeb existing building in 
buildings with a min. of 4story. 

0 point
If there is a rooftop addition of any height in buildings with a maximum three-story and in 
buildings with a minimum of four-story,h new addition > 50% Nfeb existing building, If 
the new rooftop addition is located at Sbeb existing building.

Archaeological Site Protective Rooftop Cover and Exhibition Platform: 10 points

1 point The new addition was designed with a respectful approach to the historic texture and archi-
tectural features of the site.

1 point
Design of overwhelming new additions that will be more interesting and in the foreground 
than the existing historical area should be avoided and it should be located in the back-
ground of the archaeological site.

1 point
It should be ensured that the vertical structural elements of the new addition interfere with 
the ground minimally. It can easily pass wide openings & the number of vertical elements in 
contact with the ground should be minimized.

1 point New additions should be designed to minimize the harmful effects of climate and weath-
ering conditions.

1 point In terms of size and scale, it should not exceed the archaeological site.

1 point It should not be more remarkable in form than the archaeological site.

1 point The new addition should be as plain and simple as possible in terms of workmanship and 
color.

1 point The new addition should be designed in accordance with the local legal framework and 
regulations.

1 point In the archaeological site, the new additions should easily be distinguished from the original 
and designed to carry the architectural features of the period in which they were made.

1 point
Considering the possibility that the excavation area will expand in the future or that the new 
addition will no longer be needed the addition should be built in a reversible way that can be 
easily enlarged/removed without damaging remains.

Total Score: 0/20 points

NEW ADDITION – FUNCTION RELATION: max. 10 points

First Part: Evaluation According to the Function of the Existing Building: 6 points

6 point If the existing historic building is actively used in its original function

4 point If the existing historic building is actively used with its ideal new function

2 point If the existing historic building is not actively used in its original function

0 point If the existing historic building cannot be actively used with its non-ideal new function

Second Part: Evaluation According to the Function of the New Addition: 4 points

4 point If the new addition is a requirement of the original function

2 point If the new addition is a requirement of the new function

0 point If the new addition is not a requirement of the new/original function

Total Score: 4+2=6/10 points

Table 7. Evaluation chart, part 2.
Tabela 7. Karta oceny, część 2.
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NEW ADDITION & CONTEXT RELATION: max. 20 points

70

The Relationship of New Addition with the Surrounding Structures: max. 10/20 points
10/20 point If the new addition has a design compatible with the existing historic texture, h new 

addition ≤ h existing texture, v new addition ≤ v existing texture if new addition is not 
visible from main street where the historic building is located

8/16 point If the new addition has a design in contrast to the existing historic texture, h new ad-
dition ≤ h existing texture, v new addition ≤ v existing texture, if new addition is not 
visible from main street where the historic building is located

=

8/16 point If the new addition is visible from the main street where the historic building is located, 
if the new addition has a design compatible with the historic texture and h new addition 
≤ h existing texture, v new addition ≤ v existing texture

18

7/14 point h new addition > h existing texture, If the new addition has a design compatible with 
the historic texture, v new addition ≤ v existing texture if the new addition is not visible 
from main street where the historic building is located

7/14 point v new addition > v existing texture, If the new addition has a design compatible with the 
historic texture, h new addition ≤ h existing texture, v new addition > v existing texture 
If the new addition has a design compatible with the historic texture, h new addition ≤ 
h existing texture

+

6/12 point If the new addition has a design in contrast to the existing historic texture, If the new 
addition is visible from the main street, h new addition ≤ h existing texture, v new ad-
dition ≤ v existing texture

16

5/10 point If the new addition has a design in contrast to the historic texture, h new addition > 
h existing texture, v new addition≤ v existing texture, if the new addition is not visible 
from main street where the historic building is located

5/10 point If the new addition has a design in contrast to the existing historic texture, v new addi-
tion > v existing texture, h new addition ≤ h existing texture, if the new addition is not 
visible from main street where the historic building is located

+

5/10 point h new addition> h existing texture, if the new addition is visible from the main street 
where the historic building is located, if the new addition has a design compatible with 
the historic texture, v new addition ≤ v existing texture

6

5/10 point v new addition > v existing texture, if the new addition is not visible from the main 
street where the historic building is located If the new addition has a design compatible 
with the historic texture, h new addition ≤ h existing texture

4/8 point h new addition> h existing texture, v new addition > v existing texture If the new ad-
dition has a design compatible with the historic texture if the new addition is not visible 
from the main street where the historic building is located

+

3/6 point If the new addition has a design in contrast to the existing historic texture, h new addi-
tion > h existing texture, if the new addition is visible from the main street where the 
historic building is located, v new addition ≤ v existing texture

0

2/4 point If the new addition has a design in contrast to the historic texture, h new addition> h 
existing texture, v new addition > v existing texture if the new addition is not visible 
from the main street where the historic building is located

2/4 point h new addition > h existing texture, v new addition > v existing texture, If the new 
addition is visible from the main street where the historic building is located If the new 
addition has a design compatible with the historic texture

0/0 point If the new addition has a design in contrast to the existing historic texture, h new ad-
dition > h existing texture, v new addition > v existing texture, If the new addition is 
visible from the main street where the historic building is located

+

New Addition Site/Lot Relation: max. 10 points
10 point Snav new addition < 50% Osepv existing parcel and if the pedestrian circulation of the 

open area of the parcel does not change with the location of the new addition on the 
parcel and the new addition does not change the topography

10
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7 point If the pedestrian circulation of the open area of the existing parcel changes with the loca-
tion of the new addition on the existing parcel, Sna new addition < 50% Osep existing 
parcel, and the new addition does not change the topography

7 point If the topography changes with the location of new addition, Sna new addition < 50% 
Osep parcel and if pedestrian circulation of the open area of the parcel does not change 
with the location of the new addition on the parcel

6 point Sna new addition ≥ 50% Osep parcel and if the pedestrian circulation of the open area of 
the parcel does not change with the location of the new addition on the parcel and the 
new addition does not change the topography

+

4 point If the pedestrian circulation of the open area of the parcel changes with the location of 
the new addition on the parcel and if the topography changes with the location of the 
new addition and Sna new addition < 50% Osep parcel

20

3 point Sna new addition ≥ 50% Osep parcel, if the pedestrian circulation of the open area of the 
parcel changes with the location of the new addition on the parcel and the new addition 
does not change the topography

3 point Sna new addition ≥ 50% Osep parcel, if the topography changes with the location of the 
new addition if the pedestrian circulation of the open area of the parcel do not change 
with the location of the new addition on the parcel

0 point Sna new addition ≥ 50% Osep parcel and if the pedestrian circulation of the open area 
of the parcel changes with the location of the new addition on the parcel and if the to-
pography changes with the location of the new addition

=

Total Score: 16/20 points
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS AND CRITERIA: max. 20 points

T
O

T
A

L
 S

C
O

R
E

2 point The new addition should be compatible with original building in terms of form, scale, 
mass, color, texture, material

2 point The structural, architectural, material features of the new addition must be clearly dis-
tinguishable from the original

2 point The new addition should reflect contemporary technologies/materials/characteristics of 
the time it has been designed

2 point In designing new addition, the original architectural style, material properties, and form 
should be taken into account 

2 point The new addition should not obscure and hide the existing building, its cultural and 
historical values, and original character-defining features, but it should be respectful to 
the existing fabric and the building

2 point The new addition should not be designed in such a way as to depreciate the traditional, 
cultural and architectural value 

2 point The new addition should not damage the historical building structurally and should 
have minimal material, surface articulation, and space arrangement. It should not ob-
scure the original features of the existing building.

2 point The new addition should be located on the most suitable facade with a less conspicuous 
way compared to the original 

2 point The form of the addition should be determined in a respectful and proportionate man-
ner with the existing building/site 

2 point The new addition should contribute to the socio-cultural interaction of the settlement 
and the active use of the building

Total Score: 18/20 points

Table 8. Evaluation chart, part 3.
Tabela 8. Karta oceny, część 3.
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Table 10. Comparison of sample bath buildings in terms of their new additions; by the authors 2021.
Tabela 10. Zestawienie przykładowych budynków łaźni pod względem dobudów; opr. autorzy 2021.
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Selimiye Hammams (firewood storage room addition) 
have rear additions, KayıhanHammam, Ortaköy, and 
Çekirge Hammam have side additions, Kılıç Ali Pasha, 
Cağaloğlu and Çemberlitaş Hammams have front ad-
ditions. Regarding the orientation of the addition, Yeşil 
Direkli and Selimiye Hammam (addition for storing 
firewood) have the highest scores. As for the formal 
criteria, the additions of Kocaeli Süleyman Pasha, Kılıç 
Ali Pasha, Kayıhan, and Çekirge Hammams meet most 
of the parameters and are designed to be compatible 
with the original building in terms of material, texture, 
color, surface articulation, height, density, rhythm, 
form/shape, proportion, and volume. In the case of 
example buildings, the new additions either use addi-
tional space on the existing site/lot or are built in place 
of the destroyed part of the original building. In the 
case of the buildings Kılıç Ali Pasha, Çekirge, Kocaeli 
Süleyman Pasha, Kayıhan, and Büyük Yeşil Direkli 
Hammams, the new additions have no negative impact 
on the location and the surroundings of the original 
building. In Çemberlitaş Hammam, on the other hand, 
the addition greatly affects the original features of the 
site. Regarding the compatibility of the new addition 
with the original building in terms of national and in-
ternational standards, Kocaeli Süleyman Pasha, Kılıç 
Ali Pasha, Kayıhan, Çekirge, and Selimiye Hammams 
(addition of firewood storage) meet half and more than 
half of the established criteria, respectively, and the 
others do not meet most of them.

Among the studied example buildings, Kılıç Ali 
Pasha Hammam has the most compatible new addi-
tion according to the six-stage model proposal with the 
highest score of 83 out of 100. It is followed by the 
addition of Cekirge Hammam with 76 points, the addi-
tion of Selimiye Hammam (firewood storage addition) 
with 74 points, and the addition of Kocaeli Süleyman 
Pasha Hammam with a score of 70. The new additions 
of these example buildings fall into category of ideal 
new additions according to their scores. The addition 
of Yeşil Direkli Hammam was rated as moderate with 
a score of 61, and that of Hüsrev Kethüda Hammam 
was rated as fair with a score of 57. The new additions 
of Selimiye Hammam (addition of the dressing room 
to the front facade) with 49 points, Çemberlitaş Ham-
mam with 33 points, and Çağaloğlu Hammam with 22 
points were considered as unacceptable new additions, 
as they were below 50 points (Table 10).

Conclusions

Designing new additions to historic buildings is an im-
portant issue that requires detailed investigations. Its 
relationship with the existing building, historical site/
lot/context, and region are to be well evaluated so that it 
should be respectful and compatible with them. Hence, 
the evaluation method developed with this research is 
aimed to be useful for both the assessment of existing 

additions and the design of new ideal additions. In this 
research, historic conservation and architectural de-
sign principles, national and international standards, as 
well as related literature on new additions were used 
together to develop a holistic evaluation method. Al-
though the historic baths were used extensively in the 
past both for cleaning and social activities, at present, 
most of them are out of use and have lost their orig-
inal function. As a result, some have been adapted to 
new uses and new additions have been constructed to 
adapt both the new function and the original function 
to the changing conditions. In total, nine sample bath 
buildings were evaluated in terms of their new addi-
tions by using the model proposal based on a certain 
rating system. 

This six-step assessment method consists of 20 (four 
steps) or 10 (two steps) points and sub-scores, each tak-
ing into account the importance, immediate impact on 
the historic buildings, and relevance of variants. For 
instance, the location of the new addition substantially 
affects the general appearance of the historic building. 
Therefore, this variant received 20 points, which has 
been divided into five different sub-categories as rear, 
side, rooftop, front additions, and archaeological site 
rooftop coverings, with 20, 15, 10, 5, 10 scores, respec-
tively. Of these, 20 points are given to the rear, as this 
is the practice with the most respect for historic build-
ings. Correspondingly, the formal characteristics of the 
new additions are the ones that are first noticed by the 
users, and the new addition-context relationship is of 
great importance since it highlights the distinguisha-
bility of the new addition from the historic context. In 
the same way, while assigning, deciding, and assessing 
the scores of new additions regarding theoretical ap-
proaches (score: 10), function relationship (score: 10), 
and compatibility to the standards (score: 20) their im-
portance, as well as the relation with the historic build-
ing/site has been given priority. 

Thus, it became possible to assess the verbal and 
abstract expressions concretely. As for the national 
conservation legislation in Turkey, it is observable that 
there are insufficient and limited data on new additions 
to historic buildings. For instance, the decision on the 
construction of new additions is left to the subjective 
judgments of the authorities in the conservation com-
mittee. However, as in the USA, the National Parks 
Service has specialized decisions and standards (ITS 3, 
ITS 10, ITS 18, ITS 37, ITS 53) developed exclusively 
for new additions. In Turkey, on the other hand, the 
lack of specialized decisions regarding new additions to 
historic buildings is a serious deficiency at the nation-
al level. Hence, it is evaluated that the model proposal 
developed in this study can be used as a base for the 
creation of comprehensive and detailed policy deci-
sions, standards, guidelines, and similar regulations on 
the articulation of new additions to historic buildings at 
the national level in the future.
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Streszczenie

Dobudowy mogą przybierać różne formy w historycz-
nym kontekście, przykładowo jako rozbudowy istnie-
jących budynków oraz dobudówek, takich jak garaże, 
szopy czy oficyny. Istnieją dwa główne powody dobu-
dowywania nowych części do obiektów historycznych. 
Są to utrata funkcji pierwotnej i wynikająca z niej po-
trzeba nowej przestrzeni do korzystania z nowej funk-
cji oraz konieczności integrowania fizycznie uszko-
dzonych części budynków zabytkowych z nowymi. 
Proponowany model oparty na systemie ocen, stwo-
rzony na podstawie międzynarodowych standardów 
jako głównej zasady, może zostać użyty do analizowa-
nia i oceny kompatybilności dobudów do budynków 
historycznych. Model przetestowano na dziewięciu za-
bytkowych łaźniach w Turcji, do których dobudowano 
różne lokale. Badanie to stanowi ważny przyczynek do 
ustalania poprawności dobudów do budynków istnie-
jących zarówno przed, jak i w trakcie fazy projektowej, 
i może być wzornikiem dla urzędów.

Abstract

New additions in a historical context can take many 
forms, such as additions to existing buildings and new 
subsidiary additions like garages, sheds, and outbuild-
ings. There are two main reasons for introducing new 
additions to historic buildings. These are the loss of orig-
inal functions, the resultant need for new spaces to serve 
the given secondary function, and the need to integrate 
the physically damaged parts of historic buildings with 
new designs. Therefore, in this study, a model proposal 
based on a rating system developed with internation-
al standards as the main guiding principle is proposed 
to analyze and evaluate the compatibility of new addi-
tions with historic buildings. It was then tested in nine 
historic baths, where different facilities were added, in  
Turkey. The study provides an important contribution to 
determining the suitability of new additions to existing 
buildings before and during the design phase and can 
serve as a guiding model for the supervisory authority 
responsible for the necessary permits.


